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Hayden Pounder will do a
presentation on Cichlids

Raising Daphnia for Tropical Fish Food
http://www.discushatchery.com/raisingdaphnia.html
Daphnia is a highly nutritious, live food that you can easily raise to feed your tropical fish. Daphnia are
also know as “water fleas” because of the way they jerk and move while swimming through the water. Daphnia
are small, fresh water crustaceans that can be found all over the world in freshwater lakes, streams and ponds.
They are an excellent source of fish food due to their high protein content. We feed lots of daphnia to our discus, especially the young fry(1/4 inch to 3 inch size).

Growing Daphnia Tips
1. You can grow daphnia in almost any type of container. We grow them in concrete vats in our greenhouse. If
you need a lot of daphnia, it's best to use a container that has a large surface area (a large plastic tub, 40 gallon
aquarium or a kiddie swimming pool). If you don't need a lot of daphnia, you can also raise them in a 1 gallon
glass jar, 3 liter soda bottle or 10 gallon aquarium.
2. Always age the water in your container before adding the live daphnia culture. Daphnia does not tolerate
chlorine. It will usually die if you add tap water directly into your container when making water changes.
3. The pH of the water can range from 6.2 to 8.9 . We usually keep the pH of our water at around 7.8.
4. Change 20% of the water at least every 2 weeks. Remember to use aged water as your replacement water.
You can even use your old aquarium water, when you do a water change, as replacement water. If your
daphnia culture is not reproducing quickly and thriving, you might want to do more frequent water changes.
5. The ideal temperature for growing daphnia is usually
72 to 85 degrees. When the water gets too warm, the
daphnia culture will stop reproducing.
6. The daphnia culture doesn't need much oxygen to
thrive. Containers kept outside with a large surface area
don't need any aeration at all. Containers kept inside
should have very light aeration (just enough to break the
water surface). Too much aeration (bubbles) can kill off
your culture.
7. It's a good idea to have multiple containers of daphnia growing at the same time. Having a backup culture is
great insurance if a daphnia culture goes bad and dies.
cont’d on page 3
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Welcome back everyone, another year has begun. It looks like we have a full slate of programs already
booked for the year. Great job, Leanne. We had an exciting summer with the ponds and setting up a complete
tropical tank outside. The 125 gallon tank was full and everyone seemed to be doing really well. They grew and
their colours were fantastic. Our only disappointment was that an animal got into the pond on the ground and
cleaned out all the occupants. Oh well, that’s Mother Nature.
As you can see, I have returned as President. First of all, I would like to thank Nancy for doing a great job
in this position.
Now we have also included the policy for Harassment and Bullying, as this was one of the reasons I
stepped down in the Spring. This has been a problem brought on by a few people causing a few of our members
to not continue on as members of our club. We don’t need to be always hassled for what we do. This club is
supposed to be fun and entertaining for all, so, let’s not have it continue as legally we can use this policy to deter
this type of behavior. Now that this is done, we have so much to do and learn this year. We have plans for a
great show and auction and we’re looking forward to seeing all the faces we have missed over the summer.
The Auction season will soon be upon us, starting with the Sarnia auction on the 9th of September and then
followed by our Show and Auction on the 24th. Then, the Hamilton District Aquarium Society on the 30th. A
busy month ahead of us along with the CAOAC meeting.
The Jar Show this month will be on Loaches, Suckers and Catfish, as well as our open class along with the
plant class. We also have the My Favorite Fish class for the September meeting.
As always, we will have our monthly auction, please bring out your extra fish and plants. Who knows,
you may pick up a bargain or two.
Our large auction and show will be held on the 24th of September, back in Dorchester. Bring all your extra
fish and plants and the extra goodies that seem to gather in the fish room, so you can get something new and interesting. Hope to see you all there and any help will be greatly appreciated. You can also check with Bob Wright
about a class sponsorship for the fish show. We will need help from setting up to runners and everything else that
it takes to run our event. Take the time to enjoy the quiet the kids are back in school,
Ron Bishop
President
London Aquaria Society

CODE OF CONDUCT
All London Aquaria Society Members are required to abide by the following code of conduct.

Respect the other members of the London Aquaria Society.

Familiarize myself and abide by the Constitution and By-Laws of the club.

Refrain from any form of violence or harassment toward officers and other members or guests.

Notify an officer of the club if I witness any form of violence or harassment toward others.

Seek mediation through an officer of the club if I have a dispute related to the club that I
cannot resolve independently.

Respect the guest in attendance at officially sanctioned events as well as on line in our forums.
Changes to this code of conduct will be presented to and voted on by the general membership.
London Aquaria Society
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CODE OF CONDUCT
cont’d from page 3

Notice of changes will be published to all members in the newsletters as part of the minutes.

VIOLENCE & HARRASSMENT POLICY
The London Aquaria Society is committed to the prevention of any form of violence or harassment.
The officers of the club will take whatever steps are reasonable and deemed as necessary to protect members
and guests from violence and harassment in all forms and from all sources.
Violent behaviour and harassment will not be tolerated from any person present at or participating in
London Aquaria Society sanctioned meetings, auctions, events, or official club capacity

Raising Daphnia for Tropical Fish Food
cont’d from front page

8. Keep your daphnia containers in the sunshine. 6 to 8 hours of
lighting is best. You must have a light on your daphnia for at least
10 hours if you grow them indoors. Placing their container in a
sunny window is also a good idea as long as the water doesn't get
too hot.
9. Daphnia will eat algae (green water), yeast and bacteria. We
feed our daphnia yeast. We put yeast powder into a bucket with water and mix it. We then add enough of the
yeast mixture to our daphnia container so that the water is slightly cloudy. The daphnia are filter feeders and will
eat the yeast in the water. We feed the daphnia whenever the water becomes clear. Do not overfeed.
10. We use a fine net to catch our daphnia. It's best to move the net in a slow figure 8 motion when trying to
catch them. We then sift the daphnia through several different size strainers. The larger size daphnia is fed to the
larger size discus. The smallest daphnia is fed to the tiny discus fry.
11. Finding daphnia starter cultures should not be that difficult. Check the classified ads in tropical fish magazines
or ask members at your local fish clubs or on tropical fish forums to supply you some.
12. It's important to harvest your daphnia on a regular basis. Failure to do so can cause the culture to crash due
to overcrowding.
Live daphnia is a great food source for your tropical fish. We highly recommend it if you are raising small discus. It's very easy to grow if you follow the tips above. Your fish will love eating it.

Redline Darter

Etheostoma rufilineatum
www.tnaqua.org/our -animals/fish/redline -darter

ON EXHIBIT: Tennessee River Gallery in River Journey. Members of the perch family, redline darters
are distinguished from other species of darters by their horizontal bars and orange and white spots, giving
them an almost plaid appearance. Redline darters bury their eggs in the substrate. Rainbow darters and
redline darters are the most abundant darter species in the Tennessee River drainage in Alabama.
London Aquaria Society
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Redline Darter

cont’d from page 4

All darters lack swim bladders, which give
most fish the ability to control their buoyancy. Darters rest on the bottoms of streams and
will jump or dart upwards when they need to gain
buoyancy for swimming or eating. They are very
strong swimmers and maneuver with or against
strong current with ease.
Native fishes are affected by runoff from agriculture and roadways. To reduce the chances of
contaminants entering their habitat, always recycle
your oil and leave stream banks planted to reduce
erosion.
About This Animal
Size: 3.5 inches
Range: Southeaster United
States, Cumberland and Tennessee River drainages.
Habitat: Clear, fast, rocky riffles of creeks, small
rivers and streams.
Diet: Fly larvae and water
mites.

K n i f e f is h
Orders: Osteoglossiforms and Gymnotiformes
http://animal-world.com/encyclo/fresh/Knifefish/Knifefish.php
Clown Knifefish - (albino) Photo © Animal -World: Courtesy Pavaphon Supanantananont

The graceful Knifefishes have an attractive elongated body, and yes...it is shaped like a knife!
The Knifefish move in a beautiful smooth, rippling motion that is a pleasure to watch. Their bodies are
long, tapered, and laterally compressed. This shape along with a continually moving fin on their underside, likens
them to a household knife. The undulating motion of this bottom fin is what they use use to swim about.
These are unusual and fascinating aquarium specimens. Some are small and others can get rather large. But
all in all they make an attractive addition to a community tank or a splendid show fish in a specialty tank. The
graceful movements of the knifefish are shown to best advantage in a longer aquarium.
Knifefish are found in two groups. The largest group are the Gymnotiformes. These are the electric knifefishes, and are also known as the Neotropical or South American knifefishes. These include the Glass Knifefishes,
Sand Knifefishes, Naked-back Knifefishes, and the Ghost knifefishes. They are strictly freshwater fish and are found
in Central and South America. There are about 150 described species in 32 genera, and another 50 or so species
that are known but yet to be described. The actual number of species in the wild still to be discovered, is unknown.
The other group of knifefishes are members of the Notopteridae family belonging to the Osteoglossiformes
Order. They are known as the Featherbacks, or Featherfin Knifefishes, and Knifefishes.
London Aquaria Society
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Knifefish
cont’d from page 5

They are found in Southeast Asia and Africa.
This is a small group of knife fish, with only
ten species in four genera. These fish are
generally smaller fish that inhabit freshwater
or brackish environments. Although they
swim in a manner similar to the Gymnotiformes, they are not closely related.
Now just to confuse the issue, there
are also a few species that have the term
'knifefish' used in their common name due
to their body shape. These are not true
knife fish, but are actually in the order Perciforms, which are the 'perches' or 'perch-like' fishes. These are the
Grey knifefish Bathystethus cultratus, the Blue knifefish Labracoglossa nitida, Collared knifefish or Finscale razorfish Cymolutes torquatus, and the Jack-knifefish Equetus lanceolatus. These fish will not be found here, rather
they will be included in the Perches and Perch-like fish category.
The Knifefish species list below includes popular types, as well lesser known knifefish varieties. Each fish
guide has a description of the species, its place of origin, habitats and behaviors, as well as fish care to successful
maintain them in an aquarium. Fish pictures are also provided within each fish guide to help with identification,
and to aid in choosing the best type of knifefish for your freshwater or brackish water fish tank.

Propolis
Antiseptic Wound Sealant & Food Additive
NT Labs Propolis
http://www.cascadebitz.com/Disease-Treatments-and-Cures/NT-Labs-Propolis-p-874.html

Propolis is the waxy substance produced by bees to line their hives and protect the precious
contents from infection. It forms a waterproof barrier with antibacterial properties and has been known as
“Russian Penicillin”.
Supplied as a thick, dark brown, liquid Propolis can be spread over cleaned and dried ulcers and wounds.
When the fish is gently lowered back into the water, contact with the Propolis instantly forms a waxy coating
which sticks to the wound forming an antiseptic, waterproof barrier which protects the fish from osmotic shock
and re-infection. Propolis can also be added to food to help boost resistance to infection. Simply coat pellets with
Propolis and when they hit the water, the waxy coat will form allowing the Propolis to be
ingested with the food.
Supplied in 50 ml plastic dropper bottle for ease of application to both wounds and
food.
Editor’s Note: From what I’ve read about Propolis, this product is also used for humans.
Check out this site.
www.drweil.com/health-wellness/balanced-living/wellness-therapies/what-are-the-benefits-of-bee-propolis
London Aquaria Society
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The History of Koi Fish and Surprising Koi Fish Facts
http://ezinearticles.com/?The-History-of-Koi-Fish-and-Surprising-Koi-FishFacts&id=4775153

By: Gemma Swansburg | Submitted On August 02, 2010

Koi Fish have become the most expensive and sought after ornamental fish. The hobby of keeping koi did not start out this way. Read all
about the beautiful Koi fish, its fascinating history, surprising koi fish facts
and how koi fish keeping and breeding became the hugely popular hobby
it is today.
Today, Koi fish are kept mainly in landscaped ponds and large
aquariums for their pure aesthetic appeal. This was not always the case
however. In their early days, Koi were simply bred for food.
Probably the most surprising koi fish fact is that they did not originate from
Japan. Their exact origin and date of introduction to Japan has been much debated by Koi historians.
THE ORIGINS OF THE KOI FISH :
Various Koi experts have said that Koi came from parts of Eastern
Europe, Eastern Asia and China around 2,500 years ago. Koi actually means "carp" in Japanese and there are a lot
of varieties of carp so that is probably why there was a lot of confusion and non-specifics surrounding its early
history.
However, the carp we know today as Koi fish are actually Nishikigoi ("living jewels" or "brocaded" carp).
This is the variety of carp which possess those beautiful colors and patterns we have grown to love. Although the
Koi may not have originated from Japan, it was the Japanese who took the Nishikigoi and fine-tuned the art of
breeding them to their stunning color mutations you see today.
KOI'S HUMBLE BEGINNINGS AND INTRODUCTION TO JAPAN : Chinese rice farmers originally bred
Koi as fish food around the 17th century. They were brought to Japan, also to be used as fish food, by Japanese
rice farmers in Niigata Prefecture.
Around the 1820s and 1830s, the Japanese began to breed Koi for their aesthetic appeal. Some farmers
brought the koi back to the ponds in their garden. This is how Koi started to become ornamental fish for ponds.
HOW THE KOI HAS DEVELOPED : The Bunka and Bunsei Era (1804-1829) saw the development of the Koi
with the distinctive red marking on their cheeks. White koi were also introduced at this time, and when crossed
with the Koi with the red cheeks, they produced a white Koi with a red abdomen.
The Tenpo Era (1830-1843) introduced the white Koi with red on its forehead, the red headed koi and the
koi with red lips.
In the Meija Era (1868-1912) carp from Germany were bred with nishikigoi, producing the doitsu. Koi breeders
realized that different types of Koi bred together could create wonderful mutations of color.
The Taisho Era (1912-1926) saw the development of the white koi to levels of perfection with the red and
black patterned white koi. Koi were showcased at the Tokyo exhibition of 1915 and that is when the Koi craze
began to take off around the world. One of the earliest of the developed Koi was the "Kohaku" with its white
body and crisp red patterns.
In the early 1900s, black markings were introduced to the basic Kohaku red and white patterns to create
the "Sanke" or "Sanshoku".
London Aquaria Society
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The History of Koi Fish and Surprising Koi Fish Facts
cont’d from page 5

In 1927, the "Showa" was created: a black koi with red and white markings.
In 1946, the 'ogon' or metallic yellow koi was developed. This led to other metallic koi versions being produced.
From the 1920s to the 1980s, Koi development took a incredible leap forward. Koi did not only become a
huge hobby, it became a lucrative business. More varieties were bred, some 'one-time hits' were created which
were never to be seen again while others become firm favorites.
THE BIG THREE: The Kohaku (white body, red patterns), the Sanke (white body, red and black patterns) and
the Showa (jet-black base with white and red markings) are known as "Gosanke" or "three families". In the US and
Europe, they are often called "The Big
Three".
THE BASIC TYPES OF KOI AND
GETTING STARTED:
Overall, there
are 15 different types of Koi, as differentiated by colors and size, in the standard
classification. If you are keeping Koi as a
hobby, a good place to start is to familiarize yourself with the 15 different types and
think about the ones you enjoy looking at
the most.
Remember, just like snowflakes, no
two Koi are exactly alike and that is one
of the reasons they make such fascinating
fish.

Vancouver Aquarium investigating after unusual overnight break -in
http://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/british-columbia/vancouver-aquarium-investigating-after-unusual-overnight-break-in1.3858562
By Justin McElroy, CBC News Posted: Nov 18, 2016 5:44 PM PT Last Updated: Nov 18, 2016 6:04 PM PT

Shoes, shirts and belts were strewn across the Marine Mammal Rescue Centr e
Seals at the Vancouver Aquarium's Marine Mammal Rescue Centre, swim in a pool at the facility on November 18, 2016. (Tristan Le Rudulier/CBC) An already stressful week for the Vancouver Aquarium has taken a
strange turn.
Staff arrived this morning at the Marine Mammal Rescue Centre to find several articles of clothes strewn
around the complex and one of the pools drained. "Really odd," said Lindsaye Akhurst, manager of the centre.
She said there were around 10 items of clothes left behind. "A belt, a couple shoes, some shirts, a sports jersey,
just to name a few ... there was no real strategic [location]."
None of the 42 seals in the enclosure appeared to be affected and there were no animals in the pool that
was drained but Akhurst says the situation is still worrying.
London Aquaria Society
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Vancouver Aquarium investigating after unusual overnight break -in
cont’d from page 8

"We're still kind of concerned, because we don't know what else might have been placed around the site."
The break-in, which Vancouver Police are investigating, comes in the same week as the death of 21-yearold Qila — the first beluga whale conceived and born in captivity at a Canadian aquarium.
Qila's mother Aurora, now the only beluga left at the aquarium, is also ill and experiencing the same symptoms Qila did before she died Wednesday morning.
Q&A: CEO of Vancouver Aquarium on future of beluga exhibit after Qila's death
Akhurst says she's hopeful that the break
-in wasn't any sort of protest or political statement against the aquarium. "You hope that
people aren't going to kick you while
you're down, so we're hoping the situation
was maybe a one-off, but we're taking every
precaution," she said.
"It's definitely been a tough week at the
aquarium. Everyone has been affected in some
sort of way with the loss of [Qila] and the illness of [Aurora], so this on top of things really
does add to it."

Jar Show Points & Certificate System and How It Works
The monthly London Aquarium Society club jar show is a chance to show everyone
what types of fish, other aquatic animals and plants you have taken care of for 30
days or more.
There are a several categories of fish, aquatic animals and plants in which you can
enter. Each category will be judged separately (preferably by a CAOC judge) and a
first, second and third ribbon will be awarded per category.
A "Best in Show" ribbon will be awarded to the person whose first place entry is judged the best out of all of
the open plant, open fish and the grouped fish categories (e.g., Cichlids). A second "Best in Show" ribbon will also
be awarded to the first place winner in the special fish/non-fish category (e.g., family).
Every month, two $10.00 gift certificates from local fish stores will be awarded to the two "Best in Show" winners.
Points are also awarded to the first (10 points), second (7 points) and third (4 points) winners. Any entry that
did not win first, second or third will still be awarded 1 point per entry for participating. The points are accumulated over the year (September to May). First, second and third place certificates will be awarded in June to those
people who have the most points for fish categories and for plant categories.
For more details about the LAS monthly jar show, please see our website, under the "Jar Show" tab:
(<http://www.londonaquariasociety.com/?page_id=11>).
London Aquaria Society
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Red Tiger Lotus Care Guide
www.theaquariumguide.com/articles/red-tiger-lotus-careguide

The Red Tiger Lotus
(Nymphaea Zenkeri) is an African stagnant water
plant that is easy to keep and is widely used in
aquariums. It has a medium growth speed in medium to strong light and can reach between 7 - 31
inches high and 9 - 23 inches wide.
The aquarium water needs to be anywhere
between 71 - 86 Fahrenheit (22 - 30C) for the Red
What is the Red Tiger Lily:

Tiger Lotus to develop.
It can be surprising to some that the Zenkeri is actually a lily pad, as the red tiger has arrow-shaped leaves
instead of round ones. Blossoms are usually white but due to selective breeding, there are varieties with red or
blue flowers.
Red Tiger Lotus in Aquarium s: When buying the bulb, it’s very important to know what you have because
many people can try to sell dead bulbs. A good, living bulb has to feel firm, while a dead one is quite soft and
mushy.
You can drop the bulb on top of the substrate and it’s very important to leave it on the surface and have
only the roots underneath.
The Zekeri needs a lot of space and takes in most of the nutrients in the water, so you have to keep
in mind not to plant it near sensitive plants as the red tiger lotus produces a dangerous chemical that inhibits the
growth of other plants.
This is why it’s very important to keep the plants well fertilized and carefully monitor the level of nutrients
in the water. Also, as the red tiger lotus can grown and spread very quickly on the surface as well as in height,
one may consider keeping it’s growth under control.
This can be done by containing the roots in a confined space, controlling the amount of light in the aquarium, preventing seeds from developing and falling on the substrate, or by trimming overgrown leaves.
Containing Roots: In order to control the growth speed of the Zenkeri, many aquarists have tried to restrain
the bulb and roots to prevent it from spreading into the whole substrate. Among the methods used, placing the
bulb in a plastic container seems to be the most efficient.
The container has to hold about four cups of substrate and a root fertilizer tab. After placing the substrate
and the bulb, the container has to be covered in a mesh fabric.
The plant will grow through a hole left in the mesh. Finally, the container can be put in the aquarium and
hidden behind larger rocks or pieces of wood.
Controlling the Seeds from Spreading: The red tiger lotus flower produces a large amount of seeds that
can generate more fast growing lotus plants that take over the aquarium
In order to prevent blossoms for developing into fruits and producing seeds, the first thing you can do is cut
the flowers before they wild. Thus, you keep them from creating new plants and they get to blossom for
months.
London Aquaria Society
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Red Tiger Lotus Care Guide
cont’d from page 10

Another trick to control the spreading of the plant is to prevent it from developing surface leaves by constantly trimming them as they grow.
Blossoms only develop when surface leaves are present. By doing this, the plant would start to grow more
submerged leaves and slow down the growth rate.
Finally, you can control the overall growth of the red tiger lotus by using the right light. The Zekeri will
grow quickly and produce blossoms under red light but, blue and white light would prevent the plant from growing any flowers.
Slowing the Growth Rate: The red tiger lotus grows
at an amazing rate, even a few inches per day if left
with proper lighting. Also, if one or two leaves reach
the surface, the plant will “learn” it can do this and try
to do it constantly afterwards.
But don’t get scared, as it can be kept under
control with a lot of attention and constant surveillance. First, you need to clip any leaves that reach
higher than the overall plant height. Many aquarists
observed the Zekeri would grow slower after being
trimmed for a while.
Another useful trick would be using a colder and
less bright light, as leaves tend to develop faster in bright red light. This way, the lotus will grow at a slower
pace.
Enjoy your Aquarium : The red tiger lotus can be a beautiful contrast with the other green plants in
your aquarium, but, the aquarist needs to be very cautious; the blossoms it produces are wonderful and
have a very nice scent.
By keeping it’s development under control, you protect other plant species in the aquarium but
will also have the ecosystem running smoothly, without any of the elements invading the space.

Traffic Camera
A man was driving when he saw the flash of a traffic camera. He
figured that his picture had been taken for exceeding the limit, even
though he knew that he was not speeding. Just to be sure, he went
around the block and passed the same spot, driving even more slowly,
but again, the camera flashed. Now he began to think that this was quite
funny, so he drove even slower as he passed the area again but the traffic
camera again flashed. He tried a fourth time with the same result. He did this a fifth time and was now laughing
when the camera flashed as he rolled past, this time at a snail's pace. Two weeks later, he got five tickets in the
mail for driving without a seat belt !!! You can't fix stupid.
London Aquaria Society
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Where did these hybrid fish come from?
By Xochitl Rojas-Rocha July. 25, 2014 10:00 AM

In the Calnali River in Mexico, two pure species of
swordtail fish live side by side with a third population that’s a
mix of the original two. Classical models of evolution predict
that pure females would not mate with these hybrids, as the hybrids are considered less fit from an evolutionary perspective.
But a new study shows that’s not the case. Researchers examined the two pure swordtail species, Xiphophorus birchmanni
and Xiphophorus malinche, as well as the hybrids, tagging the
animals and extracting DNA to probe their mating patterns.

Biotope Contest
May 2017
I heard Frank Aguirre speak about biotopes at two different meetings. He felt very strongly that we needed to have
a Canadian to represent North America in the world-wide
competition. Of course, he had to start somewhere, so he
chose the CAOAC Convention (Aquatic Expo) held in Burlington, which was hosted by the Hamilton and District Aquarium
Society on May 19-21, 2017.
For those of you who don’t know what a biotope is, I
will try to explain. . Biotopes are basically a tank that is set up to mimic a small slice of the natural habitat of the
fish and plants in it. Heiko Bleher encourages hobbyists to keep their fish in such tanks. I must admit that the
tanks that we have at home, are not biotopes. We usually pick fish and plants that we find attractive and put
them together without much thought of whether the fish have ever seen these plants in the wild.
As soon as my husband Ron, heard about this competition, he wanted to be involved. I was all for him
entering it. I was just going to watch. When Frank told Ron that he didn’t have a lot of entrants for his fire ever
biotope contests, Ron told Frank that I would also enter into the competition. I was not thrilled about being involved. I wasn’t sure that I could actually put together
a proper biotope, not only that, I wasn’t sure that I
could do the required write up on what my tank container. I am not a diver, I have no idea what the natural habitat of our fish looks like, except by looking at
books or videos and I never enjoyed writing what I
considered to be easy.
Ron suggested that we go to the creek that is
near where we live and collect specimens there. We
have been to this creek a few times with other Members
of our Club. I was very surprised to see how beautiful
the native fish of our area were.
London Aquaria Society
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Biotope Contest
May 2017
cont’d from page 12

Ron and I went to the creek a few days prior to the
competition. We collected rocks, gravel, even some sand
and floating debris as well as a few different types of
aquatic creatures. We had to make sure that the fish were
kept in well-aerated water (which we also took from the
creek), until we took them to Burlington. The rocks and
gravel were left in buckets until we set our tanks up. While
we were at the creek, we took a few pictures of the creek and surrounding area and got a GPS reading of the location, so we could let people know where we collected our specimens.
Frank had five 10 gallon tanks with incandescent canopies set on tables for the competitors to use for their
biotopes, unfortunately, the canopies did not include light bulbs. We brought along our own filtration (small,
hang on the back outside filters) and since the fish are accustomed to fast moving water currents, we also brought
along small pumps.
Frank allowed us to set up our tanks on the Friday evening, prior to the opening of the Convention. Unfortunately, the canopies did not have light bulbs included, so Frank had to get them for us. We put our gravel
and rocks into the tanks, taking care to hid the small pumps under the rocks so the fish had a current but they
weren’t completely visible to people looking into the tanks. I tried to make sure that the algae on the rocks in
my tank was all going in the same direction, (with the flow of the current). We added the water that we had
with us and topped them up with the treated tap water. We hooked up our filtration and added our fish and the
sticks that were floating in the creek. As Fran was able to get the light bulbs, they were put into the canopies.
Some of the bulbs gave off a better, brighter light.
I must admit that I think I put too much sand from the creek bed into my tank. It came up very cloudy.
Ron was kind enough to let me have the spare hang on the back filter to help clear my water up. He also helped
do a few water changes to make my tank look it’s best.
After we had our biotopes set up, I had the most difficult thing left to do. I had to write about what we
had done. I am attaching the write ups that went with our tanks as well as the pictures we took. The following
is basically what had to be included in a write up.
The title require: name of the water body, place and country. It also needed to be less than 10 words.
The body of the write up required: how it was created, a description of the underwater landscape, including the colour of the ground/stones, was there driftwood and plants.
The species of fish in the biotope needed to be specified. Other fish and aquatic animals not included in
the biotope but found in the eco-system could be included.
The hydrological and ecological character of the water (this was difficult).
Information on the threat of extinction of the species.
The final item was a list of aquatic organisms used in the aquarium.

See the attached write ups for both any biotope and Ron’s. They are similar due to the fact that we collected from the same stream and had some of the same fish included.
London Aquaria Society
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Biotope Contest
May 2017
cont’d from page 13

I was fortunate enough to have a great reference book. “Fishes of Essex County and Surrounding Waters” by Linda D. Corkum. This book assisted me greatly in writing about the fish in my tank as well
as Ron’s. Of course, it also really helped that I live near the waterway and have collected there before.
Despite the fact that I included pictures of the area that we collected the fish, I had many people tell me
that I should have included plants in the tank. This left me to explain the idea of a biotope, (which I kind of enjoyed) and why the only plant in my tank was algae found on the rocks. Having spoken to so many people
about my tank may have been a contributing factor to my winning the competition, since it was judged as a
“People’s Choice”). I also think that without Ron’s encouragement and his assistance with water changes and allowing me to have the spare filter, I would not have done as well as I did at this Competition. I feel that the extra current in the water made the fish happier to swim around and
show off. I also feel that because my tank had brighter lights, it made
it look much better. I think that in future competitions, we can improve on much of what we did.
Thank you to Frank Aquirre for allowing us to enter this competition and to Lawrence Kent for taking a video of my tank and
posting it on line and to Ron for his assistance with all of the water
changes and heavy lifting.
I hope that my story of my experience of setting up a biotope
tank for a competition, encourages more of our Club Members to try
it in the future.

Waubuno Creek (Tributary of the Tames River)
Middlesex County, Ontario Canada

The biotope was created using substrate and water taken directly from the site of the collection.
The landscape is made up of sand and silt, which is covered by rocks ranging in size from very small
to large. The rocks are light coloured but look darker when wet.
The only plant life is long filament algae. There are some branches floating in the water and stuck in
the substrate which then capture any plants and leaves that fall in the water.
The water is clear enough to see the bottom of the creek, with very little tannin. The current is quite
strong, especially in the deeper parts of the water.
There are many man-made waste items polluting the water.
The fish hide in the substrate. To collect them, the substrate needs to be disturbed.
This biotope contains greenside darters which are native to our area.
The fish eat aquatic insects, plankton and sometimes snails.
The filament algae is a good site for the fish to breed.
The other fish that were found at the time of the collected were crayfish, catfish, other darters, minnows and other small, possibly juvenile unknown species.
Organisms used in this biotope. Greenside darter, crayfish and filament algae .

Thanks Annette & Congratulations on a Job Well Done.
London Aquaria Society
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Monthly Jar Show
Month

Fish

Categories

September

open

October

open open fish Cyprinids (e.g. Goldfish, Koi, Barbs, Danios, Sharks, Rasboras,
White Clouds….)

November open

Class

open fish Loaches, Suckers & Catfish (e.g. Corydoras, Brochis, Plecos )

My Favourite Fish
Family

open fish Cichlids-substrate spawning (e.g. Angels, Kribs, Rams….
- mouth-brooding (e.g., Aulonocara…)
none

C.A.R.E.S. Fish

December

none

January

open open fish Guppies, (Fancy, Trinadadian...)

February

open

open fish Anabantids (e.g. Bettas, Gouramis, Paradise)

March

open

open fish Mollies, Platies, Swordtails

Killifish

April

open

open fish Characoids (Tetras, Hatchetfish, Silver Dollars...)

Family

May

open

open fish My Favourite Fish (any type of fish)

June

none

none

None - Due to Christmas Pot Luck

Non-Fish
Bowl Beautiful

Pairs

None due to Awards Night

-

Loaches, Suckers & Catfish
BEST IN SHOW
Name

Month

F. & L. Cromb

March

James Kelly

March

Name
F. & L. Cromb

Month
Adult Fish Competition
March Red Swordtail, male (Xiphophorus helleri)

F. & L. Cromb March
J. McNaughton March
Name

Month

J. McNaughton
F. & L. Cromb
J. McNaughton
F. & L. Cromb

March
March
March
March

Fish Name
Red Swordtail, male (Xiphophorus helleri)
White Cloud Mountain Minnows (Tanichthys albonubes)

Gift Certificate Sponso r
Finatics
Southwestern Pet Centre

Pineapple Swordtail, female (Xiphophorus helleri)
Mollies, Platties, Swordtails Liberty Molly (Poecilia salvatoris)
Adult Plant Competition
open
open
open
open

Japanese Bamboo Plant / Dwarf Asian Grass (Blyxa japonica)

Anubias sp. (with flower)
Hygrophila stricta
African Water Fern (Bolbitis heudelotii)

Ribbon
Red
Blue
White
Ribbon
Red
Blue
White

Special thanks to all those who bring fish &
plants to our monthly Show & auction.
London Aquaria Society
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HOW TO INTERPRET FISH FOOD LABELS
Written by Katherine Barrin gto n Published November 23, 2012
https://www.ratemyfishtank.com/blog/how-to-interpret-fish-food-labels

If you want to select a high-quality commercial food for your aquarium fish you should understand how to interpret a fish food label.
Offering your freshwater aquarium fish a
healthy diet is one of the most important things you
can do to make sure they stay healthy. Selecting a
healthy diet for your fish can be difficult, however,
because there are so many options to choose from.
Though you should plan to offer your fish a supplemental diet of various live foods, frozen food and
freeze-dried foods, it will be easiest to offer them a
staple diet consisting of a commercial flake or pellet
food. When it comes to selecting a commercial food
for your fish you may be at a loss where to begin
just because there are so many different brands and formulas available. In order to make the right choice for your
fish you should learn the basics of how to interpret a fish food label. If you know how to read the label on various fish food containers you will be able to differentiate between the different formulas to determine which food
is best for your fish.
Elements of Fish Food Labels: The label on a package of fish food should contain all the information you
need to know about that specific product. In addition to the name of the product and the name of the manufacturer, you should also find the net weight of the product and perhaps a description of the product as well. One of
the most important parts of the label to pay attention to, however, is the guaranteed analysis. A guaranteed
analysis is simply a breakdown of the contents of the food by percentage of crude protein, fat, fiber and moisture.
If other substances like minerals and vitamins have been added, those ingredients should be listed on the
guaranteed analysis as well. The second most important part of the food label is the ingredients list – this is where
you will find a list of all the ingredients used to create the specific food product. Ingredients on the ingredients list
appear in order by weight – the more of an ingredient that was used to create the product, the higher on the list
it will appear.
Quality Ingredients: When shopping for commercial fish foods you should pay attention to the ingredients
included in the ingredient list – the foods that were used to make the product will give you a clue as to the quality of the product. Keep in mind that some foods are designed specifically for carnivorous species of fish and others for herbivores. When evaluating a food designed for carnivorous fish, you should look for protein-based food
sources on the ingredients list. Some quality ingredients to look for include whole fish and fish meal. Food for herbivorous species of fish should contain a high percentage of vegetable-based food sources like Spirulina algae. You
may also want to look for vitamins and minerals that have been added to the product. Vitamins like biotin, a Bcomplex vitamin, and various minerals are sometimes added to fish foods to help boost the metabolism of aquarium fish.
London Aquaria Society
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HOW TO INTERPRET FISH FOOD LABELS
cont’d from page 16

Other Things to Look For: In analyzing the ingredients on a fish food label you should be aware of a tactic
that many manufacturers use called “splitting” ingredients. The ingredients on a food label are listed in order by
weight, so if fishmeal makes up most of the weight of the product, it will be listed first on the ingredient list. In
order to save money, many manufacturers use fillers like wheat products to bulk up their foods without significantly increasing the price but they do not want consumers to realize that the bulk of the product is actually a
filler ingredient. To get around this, manufacturers often “split” ingredients – separating ingredients like wheat
into multiple ingredients like wheat germ and wheat flour so they can be listed separately, after quality ingredients like fishmeal. The splitting of ingredients in this way makes it look like fishmeal is the main ingredient in a
product even though that may not be the case. When evaluating a commercial fish food, look for ingredients that
are repeated twice on the ingredient list – this could be an indication that the ingredient has been “split”.
If you are serious about providing your fish with a healthy, balanced diet you need to know how to select
a high-quality fish food. Many manufacturers add fillers to their products and unless you understand how to interpret a fish food label you could end up feeding your fish a staple diet that does not meet their nutritional needs.

2017
C.A.O.A.C. Events Calendar
September
9- Sarnia Aquarium Society Auction - details are to follow
9 - 10 - Canadian Pet Expo Mississauga - details here
17- 11:00 AM - CAOAC Executive Meeting Waterdown ON
17 - 12:00 PM - CAOAC General Meeting and President's Lunch, Waterdown ON
24 - London Aquaria Society auction
30 - Hamilton & District Aquarium Society - Auction, details to follow
October
14- Durham Region Aquarium Society 50th Anniversary speaker dinner - details to follow
15- 11:00 AM - CAOAC Executive Meeting Waterdown ON
15 - 12:00 PM - CAOAC General Meeting and President's Lunch, Waterdown ON
22- Kitchener-Waterloo Aquarium Society Auction - details here
29 - St. Catharines & Area Aquarium Society Auction - details to follow
November
5- Peel Region Aquarium Society Auction & show - details are to here
19- 11:00 AM - CAOAC Executive Meeting Waterdown ON
19 - 12:00 PM - CAOAC General Meeting and President's Lunch, Waterdown ON
December
10- 11:00 AM - CAOAC Executive Meeting Waterdown ON
10 - 12:00 PM - CAOAC General Meeting and President's Lunch, Waterdown ON
London Aquaria Society
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Upcoming Meeting:
Next meeting: September 10th @ 10:00AM at Cramdon's, featuring guest
speaker Josh Cunningham from Cunningham Cichlids.


Josh will be presenting his talk on "How I became a Fishalcholic" which is

about how he got into breeding cichlids and the lessons he learned when he
built his fishroom etc.
Thank you everyone who came out to the annual WAS BBQ! Thank
you to Les and Tammy for allowing the club to use their home for the BBQ!
ANNOUNCEMENTS:
 There is a new Facebook page, the old one will be shutting down soon. Please like and follow
here: https://www.facebook.com/WindsorAquariumSociety/

Sarnia Aquarium Society's

Hamilton & District Aquarium Society
FALL AUCTION

Fall Auction

Saturday,
September 30, 2017

September 9, 2017
Doors open at 9:30am
Auction starts at 11:00am
For more information,
Please contact:
Jack VanderAa: 519-542-8282
Bill Reckman: 519-383-7995
Or email us
sarniaaquariumsociety@hotmail.ca

Everyone Is Welcome

Royal Canadian Legion Branch 551
79 Hamilton Street North
Waterdown, Ontario
AUCTION CHAIRPERSON :
C A R L A M a c D O N A L D president@hdas.ca

Semi-annual auction rules apply,
Doors open at 8:00am.
All entries must be submitted and tabled by 9:30 a.m.
Auction starts sharply at 10:00am.
The percentage breakdown will be 70% / 30%
club.

Only new dry goods, fish, plants, and invertebrates will be accepted.
No books or used equipment however you may rent a vendors table to sell your equipment.
Vendors tables are $25.00 and must be pre-arranged with Carla.
All sales final and at the decision of the auctioneer.
NO sales tax will be added to sales. (Cash only.)
See Owners (Sellers) Sheets and Semi-Annual Auction Rules
Minimum bid of $2 per item
Bring a bag forward $2 with permission from auction chairperson
Rebagging charge of $2 per bag require d
London Aquaria Society
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Breeders Award Program/Horticultural Award Program
Well, another year has come and gone for the BAP/HAP Programs.
Congratulations to:

Jennifer McNaughton for winning the HAP Annual Award.
Ed Plesko for winning the BAP Annual Award
The 2017/2018 Awards season has started and we are off to a great start. The
following Club Members have submitted the following reports.

HORTACULTURE AWARD PROGRAM 2017/2018
Jennifer McNaughton:
Poecilia Wingii………………..Endler Liverbearer Leopard
Poecilia salvatoris…………….Liberty Molly
Zoogoneticus tequila
Chlamydogobius eremius…...Desert Gobies

John Swick:
Labidochromis caeruleus…….White or Albino Yellow Lab
Aequidens plilcher…………...Electric Blue Acara
Copadichromis azureus……...Electric Blue
Lidbidochromis caeruleus……Yellow Lab
Cytpocara moori……………..Blue Dolphin

HORTACULTURE AWARD PROGRAM
2017/2018
Annette & Ron Bishop:
Acorus calamus……………….Sweetflag
Kniphofia sp. Flamenco……..(seed)

It is important to remember that the
Annual BAP/HAP starts on May and runs
to April 30th of each year.
London Aquaria Society
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Brackish Niche Aquariums
Half freshwater, half marine,
brackish aquariums are home to

http://www.liveaquaria.com/pic/article.cfm?aid=29

some of the more stunning and
unique fish in the hobby. This
special niche is growing fast
thanks to a better understanding
of the brackish biotope and advancements in the equipment
needed to welcome the costal

estuaries and mangroves into your own home.
Better yet, despite their mystique, brackish aquariums are fairly easy to maintain since brackish inhabitants
are conditioned to moderate fluctuations in water parameters from normal tidal cycles.
The Brackish Biotope: Brackish habitats can be found in nature throughout the world where river deltas meet
the ocean…estuaries, mangrove forests, or swamps. In a brackish habitat, salinity varies depending on the tide,
the amount of freshwater entering from rivers or as rain, and the rate of evaporation. Water clarity can range
from totally clear to murky. Water conditions range from 70-86°F, with a pH of 7.2-8.3, and a specific gravity
ranging from 1.006-1.015.
Unique inhabitants of the brackish aquarium : Not all species of fish can adjust to ever-changing brackish
conditions. Those fish that do are hardy, active, and easy to feed, making them a good choice for most enthusiasts. Setting up and maintaining a brackish aquarium for these fish is not difficult. In fact, a brackish set up is basically a freshwater aquarium that requires the addition of sea salt and ongoing testing to maintain specific gravity
in a suitable range.
Plants: Keeping even the hardiest of plants looking their best can be difficult in a brackish aquarium. The water
movement preferred by brackish fish is not a plus for plants. And, since many brackish water fish are herbivorous,
they don't hesitate to make a meal of their habitat.
One approach that helps ensure success is to begin by planting a freshwater aquarium. After the plants
have had a chance to get well established, you can gradually increase the salinity over a period of several weeks, using a hydrometer or refractometer to measure the changes in specific gravity. Synthetic marine salt is recommended because of its consistency and purity. Some of the best brackish water plant options include:
Anacharis - Beautiful light to bright green leaves, with branching
stems covered in bunches of linear, whorled leaves.
Anubias - Lush green arrow-shaped foliage that is easy to grow; attaches itself to rocks, driftwood, substrate, and may even float.
Hornwort - Sturdy, layered, hair-like foliage that helps oxygenate
and clarify the water as well as keep algae growth to a minimum.
Water Sprite - Very decorative and provides good contrast to other
leaf shapes; delicate, lacy leaves also make great cover for fry.
London Aquaria Society
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Brackish Niche
Aquariums
cont’d from page 20

Java Fern - Hardy and attractive; grows around 8 inches
tall, with creeping, green rhizomes which can be tied to
rocks and driftwood.

Store Hours
Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday
11:00 a.m. - 6:00 p.m.
Thursday, Friday
11:00 a.m. - 8:00 p.m.
Saturday
11:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
Sunday
12:00 p.m. - 4:00 p.m.
London Aquaria Society
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GIVE YOUR FISH WHAT THEY DESERVE!
Spoil your fish with quality fish food and
aquarium supplies from AngelFins.
Visit us at angelfins.ca or call/e-mail us to schedule
a pickup in Guelph.
AngelFins
http://angelfins.ca/
Quality Aquarium Supplies

245 Southgate Dr. Unit #3 Guelph, Ontario
Phone: 519-546-6911
Email: info@angelfins.ca

Moore Quality...
Moore Knowledge…
Moore Service...
4683 Sunset Road

Phone: 519-782-4052

Port Stanley, Ontario N5L 1J4 Fax: 519-782-3139
www.moorewatergardens.com
Over 80 Years of Quality & Service
“Everything for the Water Gardening Enthusiast
10% Discount to all Club Members
The London Aquaria Society is a non-profit
organization, established in June 1956. Its
main objective is to promote interest in breeding and raising tropical fish and to provide a
means through which hobbyists may exchange
ideas, gain information and display their fish,
sharing them in the public in the London Area.

Great Job Leanne
London Aquaria Society

Advertising Rates
Business Card……………….……$25.00
1/4 page…………………….…….$40.00
1/2 page…………….…………….$75.00
Full Page…………………..……..$125.00
Rates apply for a year coverage totaling 10 issues of our Newsletter. Articles in this publication
may be reprinted provided full credit is given to the
Author, the London Aquaria Society and 2 copies of
the published bulletin or magazine in which the article appears, is to be mailed to:
London Aquaria Society
P.O. Box 45010, RPO Fairmont
London, Ontario N5W 1A3
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Southwestern
Pe t C e n t r e
1641 Dundas Street
(New Location) Dundas
& Saskatoon,
London, Ontario
Please Support Them,
They support us!!!
M o nd a y - W e d n e sda y : 9:30 a.m. -8:00 p.m.
Thursday - Friday: 9:30 a.m. - 9:00 p.m.
1641 Dundas St London, ON N5W 3C3
1-519-451-7279
www.yelp.ca/biz/southwestern
-pet-centre-london-2

P ET P A RADIS E
S UPE RS TO RE
Locally Owned & Operated Since 1995
LONDON’S LARGEST SELECTION OF
PUPPIES, KITTENS, REPTILES, FISH,
AND SMALL ANIMALS
 Full line of Pet and Aquarium Supplies
 Knowledgeable Friendly Staff
 Great Package Deals, Reasonable Rates
 Pets Always Welcome!
RECEIVE 10% OFF FISH AND SUPPLIES WHEN YOU PRESENT YOUR AQUARIA SOCIETY MEMBERSHIP CARD.

Our Store Hours:
Mon-Fri……9:30 a.m.— 9:00 p.m.
Saturday…...9:30 a.m.— 8:00 p.m.
Sunday…....11:00 a.m.— 6:00 p.m.

519-432-1600
1080 Adelaide St. North
London, Ontario

FISH & STICKS
TROPICAL FISH

Bonsai and Tropical Fish
385 Talbot Street
Saint Thomas, Ontario
Don Lucas
Owner/Operator
donlucas123@hotmail.com
(519) 637-6922

OVER

519-245-0721
11 Frank Street
Strathroy, Ontario
Join us on Facebook at:
Pets’n’ponds
Monday - Tuesday
10:00 a.m. - 8:00 p.m.
Friday -10:00 a.m. - 8:00 .m.
Saturday & Sunday
10:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.

London Aquaria Society
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COME AND SEE WHY BIG AL’S AQUARIUM
SERVICES WAREHOUSE


10,000 GALLONS OF FRESH AND SALTWATER TROPICAL FISH



EXOTIC GOLDFISH & FEEDER FISH



SUPER IMPORT SELECTIONS FROM AROUND THE WORLD AND
FROM OUR EXCLUSIVE FLORIDA FISH FARMS



SUPERB AQUATIC PLANTS IMPORTED FROM AROUND THE WORLD



HUGE SELECTION OF AQUARIUM AND POND SUPPLIES



AQUARIUMS FROM 2.5 TO 300 GALLONS



BIG AL’S QUALITY LINE OF AQUARIUM PRODUCTS, FISH FOODS AND
WOODEN STANDS

519-668-2752



EXPERT STAFF TO HELP YOU WITH ALL OF YOUR AQUARIUM NEEDS



REPTILES

BEST PRICES IN TOWN, GUARANTEED

CORALIFE

10% Discount
To London Aquaria Society
Members
(except sale items)

London Aquaria Society
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